Cracks that form at the interfaces between masonry structures are common uncontrolled occurrences in buildings. Numerous methods have been proposed by the construction industry to address this problem. Cracks continuously form in the joints between concrete columns and masonry infill walls. In this study, the most common methods for preventing these types of cracks were evaluated in laboratory experiments. Column masonry models were constructed using different types of joints between concrete columns and masonry infill walls, such as steel bars and steel mesh. The efficiency of each type of joint method was evaluated by performing direct tensile tests (pullout tests) on the models and monitoring the evolution of the crack opening in the joint between the column and wall, as a function of load applied to the model. The results from this study indicate that the model composed of “electrowelded wire mesh without steel angles” is the best model for controlling cracking in the joints between concrete columns and masonry infill walls.
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Abstract
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1. Introduction

Due to the soaring housing deficit in Brazil, the accelerated pace of the construction industry has frequently produced unsatisfactory results with regard to building performance. This poor performance is translated into extreme problems that impact the safety and comfort of buildings.

The occurrence of cracks constitutes a recurrent problem in civil construction. According to [1], the primary causes of this recurrence include the lack of professional qualifications, the use of materials that are noncompliant with current standards and specifications, inadequate construction techniques, improper construction management and design failures.

In the case of buildings with reinforced concrete structures and masonry infill walls, the increasing trend of slender building construction contributes to poor building performance. Slender structures produce greater deformations than wide structures.

During deformation, a concrete structure imposes loads on masonry infill walls because they resist structural displacements. The greater the imposed displacements, the greater the probability that the masonry infill walls will be subjected to loads.

A current increase in crack formation in reinforced concrete structures and masonry infill walls indicates that current preventative techniques require adaptation to new performance and behavior criteria (particularly regarding slenderness) for buildings. Because numerous variables with a significant interdependence are involved, the evaluation of construction methods for the prevention of or reduction in cracks is a complex problem. Load distribution in a masonry infill wall and the physical and mechanical properties of wall components (masonry and bedding mortar elements) are critical variables of this problem.

Due to the large number of variables, the interdependence of these variables and the isolated influence of each variable on the behavior of a wall, the issue of cracking is a classical experimental problem in which new crack prevention techniques are evaluated in a laboratory environment.

Due to technical limitations and exorbitant costs, it is frequently unfeasible to reproduce the real behavior of a masonry infill wall in service situations in a laboratory. In these cases, the use of small-scale models to evaluate the efficiency of crack prevention techniques is a viable alternative.

To contribute experimental results to existing technical literature, various common devices used for preventing cracks, which occur in the joint between the masonry wall and the concrete structure (column), are evaluated using a reduced model in this study. The cited evaluation proposal can be employed to select a technique prior to a laboratory test (in which the actual size of the wall yields a significantly higher cost).

2. Cracking in masonry infill walls

A masonry infill wall consists of masonry elements (blocks or solid bricks) joined by bedding mortar joints. These materials possess individual physical and mechanical properties that work together to fulfill the sealing function of a wall.

In terms of performance, the infill wall is expected to be conceived, executed and used according to specific safety, durability, fire-resistant, thermal comfort, acoustic comfort and air tightness criteria. Criteria that are related to aesthetics and cost are also cited factors.

When certain requirements are either not considered or are considered according to criteria without appropriate technical/scientific evidence, extreme problems can occur in the masonry infill walls, such as cracking.

Regarding potential causes of cracks, [2] cites deficiencies in the constituent materials, design errors, defects in execution, accidents, use and/or inadequate maintenance as primary contributing factors [2].

The same author [2] classifies the direct causes of cracks in masonry infill walls as follows: foundation movement, excessive structural deformations, temperature variations, humidity variations, execution defects and generic causes, such as cracks from chemical reactions of the materials that comprise the wall to vibrations of the wall. This second classification has proven more useful for the diagnosis and repair of the problem.

Similarly, [3] states that cracks are also attributed to stresses from overloads or to the movements of materials, components or the entire structure.

According to [4], the causes of cracking in the masonry infill walls of tall buildings include the incompatibility of structural deformations compared with the capacity of accommodating deformations and the strength of the vertical seals. Masonry infill walls are either in contact with or supported on structural components (slabs, beams and columns); thus, their strength behaviors are interrelated.

Currently, there is a trend toward a significant increase in cracking in masonry infill walls, which is generated by the incompatibility of deformation between the masonry and the structure. As previously noted by [5] and [6], slender structures are designed with an increased number of beam spans and a decreased number of column sections. These deformable structures impose these deformations on the masonry that covers the structures, which generates stresses that the masonry was not designed to endure. Therefore, the probability of cracking in the wall or in the region of the joint between the wall and the structure increases.

Cracking in the region of the connection between the wall and
to the laying joints. Previous pullout tests of the joints, with anchoring lengths of 30 cm or 40 cm, indicated that an anchoring length of 40 cm was the most efficient length. The methodology for these pullout tests is described in the subsequent section.

Another parameter of interest that is analyzed in this study is the efficiency of the increased surface roughness of the column face, which is in contact with the masonry wall. The column face was treated with cement mortar, sand and acrylic adhesive additive.

The following parameters were kept constant in the proposed comparative evaluation: the type of masonry infill (ceramic block with a width of 14 cm, a height of 19 cm and a length of 39 cm) the bedding mortar (industrial mortar), the concrete in the columns and the previous compression stress applied to the masonry.

Connection devices consisting of steel bars with diameters of 5.0 mm and 6.3 mm were evaluated. In the case of the steel mesh, a screen with a square mesh of 15 cm and a wire diameter of 1.65 mm was used.

Figure 2 – Types of Fixation for the Connecting Devices for Masonry-Column: a) Short Steel Brackets, b) 50 mm Steel Angles, c) 100 mm Steel Angles and d) Steel Pins and Washers (7)

Now, numerous techniques for treating the joint between the wall and the structure to prevent cracks or limit their openings to acceptable values are available with regard to the performance of the masonry infill wall. The adoption of metallic reinforcements has been suggested by [7], [8] and [9] to support the stresses acting on the most loaded regions or the control joints, which enable the dissipation of these stresses.

The use of metallic reinforcements to prevent cracking in the joint between the wall and the column, the use of steel bars (bars composed of steel, which are used in reinforced concrete, with thicknesses between 4 and 6 mm) or the use of electrowelded wire mesh composed of small-diameter wires fixed with pins, washers or angles on the concrete column are prevalent in the Brazilian civil construction industry (Figures [1] to [3]).

These methods have proved inefficient. Thus, the objective of this study was to evaluate the efficiency of these methods in preventing cracks that occur between the masonry infill wall and the concrete column using laboratory experiments.

3. Materials and experimental program

Techniques for the prevention of cracking, which can occur in the joint between the masonry infill wall and the concrete column, comprise connection devices composed of steel bars or galvanized electrowelded wire mesh. The evaluated techniques are currently employed by the Brazilian civil construction industry.

The fixation procedure of the steel bars in the columns entailed inserting the bar into previously drilled holes in the columns and anchoring them with adhesive epoxy. In the case of the mesh, two procedures were evaluated: fixations with pins and washers and fixations with metallic angles.

Fixation of the connection devices (steel bar and mesh) on the masonry infill walls was accomplished by anchoring these devices to the laying joints. Previous pullout tests of the joints, with anchoring lengths of 30 cm or 40 cm, indicated that an anchoring length of 40 cm was the most efficient length. The methodology for these pullout tests is described in the subsequent section.

Another parameter of interest that is analyzed in this study is the efficiency of the increased surface roughness of the column face, which is in contact with the masonry wall. The column face was treated with cement mortar, sand and acrylic adhesive additive.

The following parameters were kept constant in the proposed comparative evaluation: the type of masonry infill (ceramic block with a width of 14 cm, a height of 19 cm and a length of 39 cm) the bedding mortar (industrial mortar), the concrete in the columns and the previous compression stress applied to the masonry.

Connection devices consisting of steel bars with diameters of 5.0 mm and 6.3 mm were evaluated. In the case of the steel mesh, a screen with a square mesh of 15 cm and a wire diameter of 1.65 mm was used.

Figure 3 – Photo of an masonry/column Joint with an electrowelded metallic mesh fixed to the column using angles and metallic pins (7)
Experimental evaluation of the prevention methods for the interface between masonry infill walls and concrete columns

Considering the previously described variables, the following models were evaluated in the laboratory:

- 5.0 mm steel bar and a pretreated column surface;
- 5.0 mm steel bar and a pretreated column surface;
- 6.3 mm steel bar and a pretreated column surface;
- 6.3 mm steel bar and a pretreated column surface.
- Steel mesh fixed on the column with pins and washers and a pretreated column surface;
- Steel mesh fixed on the column with pins and washers and a pretreated column surface;
- Steel mesh fixed on the column with metallic angles and a pretreated column surface and;
- Steel mesh fixed on the column by angles and an untreated column surface.

For each of these eight models, four samples were created for analyzing by the direct tensile test (pullout test). The methodology of these tests is described in the subsequent section. The results of the characterization of the materials used in this study are also described. Ceramic block, concrete, bedding mortar, steel bars and mesh were characterized based on their physical and mechanical properties.

3.1 Methodology employed in the pullout tests on the connecting device (steel mesh or bar) for the bedding mortar

The tests were performed to evaluate whether the lengths employed in the construction industry, such as 30 cm or 40 cm, are the most appropriate lengths for anchoring the connecting device (steel bar or mesh) to the laying joint of the masonry walls. For this evaluation, masonry prisms were constructed with two ceramic sealing blocks laid with industrial bagged mortar. Steel bars (5.0 or 6.3 mm) or mesh with lengths of 30 cm or 40 cm were inserted in the laying joints of these prisms.

The test consisted of pulling out the connecting device from the mortar joint. A special device was constructed for this test. The prisms were placed between metallic sheets in the device, which were connected by threaded rods and designed to apply a controlled compression force on the faces of the blocks using a nut tightening system. This test arrangement was required to simulate a service situation to which the masonry walls are subjected, in which the connection devices exert a compression from the weight of the masonry wall.

An estimated compression force of 15 kN was applied to the prisms, which is equivalent to the predicted force in a joint located at the midpoint of a masonry wall with a ceiling height of 3.0 m. The control of this previous joint loading occurred through the instrumentation of the rod bars, in which electrical strain gauges were placed.

Figure [4] illustrates the arrangement of the proposed pullout test and the fixation of the steel plates on large concrete blocks. The horizontal displacement of the system is released on application of the compression force on the blocks. As the nuts are tightened, one set of the plates moves and applies the compression force to the prisms.

Deflectometers were also installed at various points on the block surface and the connecting device (bar or mesh) to obtain the displacement of the anchoring device in this region (Figure [5]). Note that in a real situation, this displacement can result in crack opening, which the technique seeks to prevent.

With the prism appropriately positioned in the device and pre-compressed, the pullout test was conducted with the connection...
3.2 Pullout test methodology for the crack prevention models at the interface between the concrete column and masonry wall

Thirty-two samples, which consisted of four samples for each of the eight proposed models, were created in the laboratory. A concrete column was constructed with a square cross-section containing a width of 20 cm and a length of 50 cm. The connecting devices (bar or mesh) were installed in this column. The steel bar was inserted in previously drilled holes in the column and anchored with adhesive. The mesh was connected to the column with pins and washers or metallic angles.

The prisms, which consisted of two ceramic blocks, were positioned on the side face of the columns with an installed connecting device (bar or mesh). The prisms were positioned such that the connection devices (bar or mesh) were inserted into the laying joint between the blocks, with anchoring lengths of 40 cm (the length that was most efficient in the previously described pullout tests).

In certain models, the column face in contact with the ceramic blocks was treated with mortar containing an acrylic adhesive additive. The models were positioned on the same device used for the pullout test of the connecting devices and, using a similar arrangement, the prisms were pre-compressed to simulate the situation in service that was previously justified.

After positioned in the equipment, the joints of the models were subjected to a direct traction test as illustrated in Figure [7]. With the prism (wall) fixed to the equipment and the cables connected to the column, the system was pulled until the moment at which an observer 50 cm from the model observed the first crack. In this test, the evolution of the crack opening in the joint between the column and wall was also evaluated as a function of the load applied to the model. Figure [8] illustrates the positioning of the deflectometers in the region and a scheme used to make the cracks more distinct to the observer: painting of the ceramic blocks with white latex paint.

4. Results and discussion

4.1 Material characterization tests

The materials, ceramic block, bedding mortar, steel bars with diameters of 5.0 mm and 6.3 mm, electrowelded mesh and concrete were characterized by their physical and mechanical properties according to current Brazilian national standards. The ceramic block exhibited a compressive strength of 2.11 MPa and 9.32% water absorption.
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The compressive strength of the bedding mortar specimens, which consisted of cylindrical specimens with a diameter of 5.0 cm and a height of 10 cm, was 2.05 MPa after curing for 28 days. Six samples of this same mortar were evaluated and exhibited adherence strength under traction in the range of 0.413 MPa to 0.672 MPa. The adherence strengths under flexion for five block prisms were evaluated according to the ASTM E518:2002 procedure (Figure [9]). An adherence strength of 0.403 MPa was obtained.

A yield strength of 837.5 MPa, a yield strain of 0.64% and a elastic modulus of 190.1 GPa was obtained for the steel bar with a diameter of 5.0 mm.

A yield strength of 623.5 MPa, a yield strain of 0.54% and a elastic modulus of 181.4 GPa was obtained for the steel bar with a diameter of 6.3 mm.

A yield strength of 171.5 MPa was obtained for the electrowelded mesh with a diameter of 1.63 mm.

The small columns were fabricated with Portland cement CPIII032 in trace and in volume with a cement-fine aggregate-coarse aggregate ratio of 1:2.3 and an aggregate-to-cement ratio of 0.45. The compressive strength of this mixture, which comprised cylindrical specimens with a diameter of 10 cm and a height of 20 cm, evaluated after curing for 28 days was 32 MPa.

4.2 Anchoring of the connecting device (steel bar or mesh)

Figure [10] shows the results for the displacement of the CA-50 steel bars with diameters of 5.0 mm and 6.3 mm and for the galvanized electrowelded wire mesh, with a square mesh of 15 mm and a wire diameter of 1.65 mm. The evaluated anchoring lengths consisted of 30 cm and 40 cm.
Figure 10 – Illustrates similar behavior for the three devices. Both of the steel bars and the mesh exhibit significantly higher displacement values for an anchoring length of 30 cm compared with a length of 40 cm. In the case of the 5.0 mm diameter steel bar for a pullout loading equivalent to 450 daN, the displacement value was three times greater than the displacement value obtained for an anchoring length of 40 cm. In an initial analysis that compares the evaluated anchoring lengths, the 40 cm length is determined to be the optimal length, which justifies its use in the execution of the eight proposed models for crack prevention at the interface between the column and wall in this study.
Although the evaluated anchoring lengths (30 cm or 40 cm) are prevalent in the Brazilian construction industry for crack prevention methodologies at the interface between the column and the wall, rupture occurred from pullout of the connecting device (bar or mesh) prior to the yield point of the steel in all evaluated samples. This situation may not be appropriate for the prevention system of cracks in the joints between columns and walls due to the crack openings and the displacements of the connecting device in the mortar joint. These values are significant, as indicated by the results shown in Figure [10].

4.3 Cracking in the concrete column/masonry wall connecting joint

Figure [11] illustrates the evolution of the values for crack openings in the joint between the column and the wall as a function of the loading in traction applied to the evaluated models, until the occurrence of the first visible crack (opening of approximately 0.1 mm). Figure [11] reveals that the models composed of steel bars with diameters of 5.0 mm and 6.3 mm, with a surface treatment applied to the common face of the column/wall, exhibited identical behavior during the tests. This finding suggests that the use of the 6.3 mm diameter may not produce the smallest crack opening.

Regarding the choice of mesh or steel bar as a connecting device, the results shown in Figure [11] suggest a slight advantage for mesh. In general, the evolution of the crack opening in the joint between the column and the wall was much more controlled with the use of the mesh, particularly for the models in which the column surface was treated with mortar.

With respect to the efficiency of the treatment of the column face with mortar, a significant improvement in behavior was perceived in relation to the evolution of the crack opening for the models that employed this treatment compared with the same models without the cited treatment of the column face with mortar. The evaluation of the behavior of the models, for any of the evaluated connecting devices (bar or mesh), suggests an efficiency of approximately 40%. The probable increase of the adherence between the column and the wall altered the overall behavior of the joint. Forms of rupture typical to the models both with additive mortar treatment and without additive mortar treatment are illustrated in Figures [12] and [13], respectively.

Regarding the use of the metallic angles for connecting the mesh to the concrete column, the results indicate that their use is not justifiable. In the case of the models in which the column face was treated with mortar and acrylic adhesive, the results of the evolution of the crack opening are similar for both types of evaluated connections. In the case of the models without the treated column surface, the results demonstrate better efficiency with the use of pins and washers.

The use of angles for connecting the mesh to the concrete column is expected to increase the resistance to crack openings at the interface between the column and wall. This unexpected behavior may be explained by the reduction in length of the pin in the column, as a function of the thickness of the angles, and the use of the smooth pins.

Note that an alternative to the smooth pin used in this study is available to builders for fixation of the steel angles to the column.
This alternate pin is much more expensive than the smooth pin, contains threads and may be more appropriate for fixation of the angle bracket to the column.

5. Conclusions

The experimental results for typical crack prevention methods for the interface between the column and the wall suggest the following conclusions:

1 – An anchoring length of 40 cm for the connecting device (bar or mesh) between the wall and the column is more efficient in the prevention of eventual cracking in the interface between the column and the wall compared with an anchoring length of 30 cm.

2 – By using acrylic adhesive, the mortar treatment on the column face in contact with the wall can considerably improve the efficiency of the crack prevention methods for the evaluated column/wall.

3 – When the contact face of the column/wall was treated with roughcast mortar and acrylic adhesive, the steel bars exhibited limited performance compared with the galvanized electrowelded wire mesh.

4 – Similar performances for the connecting device (steel bar) were achieved for connecting bars with diameters of 5.0 mm or 6.3 mm.

5 – The use of metallic angles instead of pins and washers in the fixation of the screen to the column did not result in the expected performance with respect to greater control of the opening of a crack in the joint between the column and wall.

6 – Among the crack prevention techniques in the joint between the column and wall evaluated in this study, the method that demonstrated optimal efficiency for controlling crack openings was the technique consisting of a galvanized electrowelded wire mesh with a square mesh of 15 mm and a wire diameter of 1.65 mm fixed with pins and washers (without steel angles), in which the column face was treated with roughcast mortar containing additives.
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